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Abstract A novel scheme for retrieving users’ desired contents, i.e., contents with
topics in which users are interested, from multiple social media platforms is pre-
sented in this paper. In existing retrieval schemes, users first select a particular
platform and then input a query into the search engine. If users do not specify
suitable platforms for their information needs and do not input suitable queries
corresponding to the desired contents, it becomes difficult for users to retrieve
the desired contents. The proposed scheme extracts the hierarchical structure of
content groups (sets of contents with similar topics) from different social media
platforms, and it thus becomes feasible to retrieve desired contents even if users do
not specify suitable platforms and do not input suitable queries. This paper has two
contributions: (1) A new feature extraction method, Locality Preserving Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis with multiple social metadata (LPCCA-MSM) that can
detect content groups without the boundaries of different social media platforms is
presented in this paper. LPCCA-MSM uses multiple social metadata as auxiliary
information unlike conventional methods that only use content-based information
such as textual or visual features. (2) The proposed novel retrieval scheme can re-
alize hierarchical content structuralization from different social media platforms.
The extracted hierarchical structure shows various abstraction levels of content
groups and their hierarchical relationships, which can help users select topics re-
lated to the input query. To the best of our knowledge, an intensive study on
such an application has not been conducted; therefore, this paper has strong nov-
elty. To verify the effectiveness of the above contributions, extensive experiments
for real-world datasets containing YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles were
conducted.
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Fig. 1 Illustration of a user model to obtain information through multiple social media plat-
forms.

1 Introduction

With the development of various social media platforms such as Twitter1, YouTube2

andWikipedia3, ways for users to retrieve their desired contents, i.e., contents with
topics in which users are interested, have become more diversified. From such a
social background, users tend to acquire knowledge through multiple social me-
dia platforms [41, 47] (see Fig. 1). For example, if users are interested in actions
of animals, it may be desirable to watch videos in video hosting services such as
YouTube. Meanwhile, if detailed information of animals such as taxonomy, origin
and biology is needed, users should use knowledge bases such as Wikipedia.

In existing retrieval schemes, when users want to retrieve desired contents from
social media platforms, they first select a particular platform and then input a
query into the search engine (see Fig. 2(a)). However, there are the following two
problems for users to successfully retrieve desired contents from multiple social
media platforms.

Problem 1: Which platform should users select?

Contents generated by different social media platforms often include different
aspects of information about same topics. For example, given a topic “Soccer”,
users can learn about its rules or history in Wikipedia, while news or trends for
soccer can be found in Twitter. However, it is difficult for users to understand
such information in all social media platforms due to the large number of social

1 https://twitter.com
2 https://www.youtube.com
3 https://en.wikipedia.org
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(a) Conventional scheme: Users first select a particular platform and then input a
query into the search engine. The users retrieve their desired contents from the ranked
list results returned by each search engine.

(b) Proposed scheme: Users select a content group that includes desired contents from
the hierarchical structure of content groups and then retrieve desired contents from
the selected content group.

Fig. 2 Conventional and proposed schemes to retrieve desired contents from multiple social
media platforms.

media platforms. Therefore, in general, it is difficult for users to select suitable
platforms for their own information needs.

Problem 2: What query should users input?

Although users desire specific topics, they sometimes input ambiguous queries
instead of suitable queries corresponding to the desired contents [7]. This dif-
ficulty in inputting suitable queries is increased by the diversity of platforms
since suitable queries tend to be different for each platform. If suitable queries
are not inputted, it is difficult for users to retrieve desired contents since the
ranked list results include many irrelevant contents [19].
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To solve the above problems, in this paper, we propose a novel scheme to re-
trieve desired contents from multiple social media platforms. The proposed scheme
extracts the hierarchical structure of content groups from contents of different so-
cial media platforms related to the user’s input query (see Fig. 2(b)). In this paper,
content groups are defined as sets of contents with similar topics, and the hier-
archical structure is defined as the property of content groups being divided into
sub-groups. An intensive study on applications by hierarchical content structural-
ization from different social media platforms has not been conducted. Therefore,
our work has a strong novelty. In the proposed scheme, users select a content
group that includes desired contents from the extracted hierarchical structure and
then retrieve the desired contents from the selected content group. The proposed
scheme can solve the above problems by the following two strategies.

Strategy for solving problem 1:
The proposed scheme detects the content groups without the boundaries of
different social media platforms. Thus, users are not required to select a par-
ticular platform and can retrieve contents across multiple platforms seamlessly.
To detect content groups from different social media platforms, it is necessary
to match distributions of features extracted from them. Usually, to meet this
necessity, latent features are extracted from contents of different social media
platforms by projecting features extracted from them into a common feature
space on the basis of correlation learning [34] or topic modeling [28]. On the
other hand, most of the social media contents have multiple social metadata
that represents high-level semantics. For example, in YouTube videos, semantic
relationships can be mined on the basis of social metadata such as tag-based
relationships [22] and uploader-based relationships [6]. However, conventional
methods have not utilized multiple social metadata (and there have been only
a few works in which a single kind was utilized), and their performance may
therefore be limited. To overcome this limitation, we have developed a new
feature extraction method, Locality Preserving Canonical Correlation Analysis
with multiple social metadata (LPCCA-MSM), that enables direct comparison
of contents obtained from different social media platforms by learning a com-
mon feature space with preserving locality, i.e., semantic information on the
basis of multiple social metadata.

Strategy for solving problem 2:
The proposed scheme extracts the hierarchical structure of content groups re-
lated to the input query. Specifically, we first construct a heterogeneous graph
for which nodes are contents of different social media platforms, enabling a
direct comparison of contents of different social media platforms in a common
feature space. We then hierarchically detect content groups in the heteroge-
neous graph on the basis of a well-known community detection method [4],
and the hierarchical structure can thus be extracted. The extracted hierar-
chical structure shows various abstraction levels of content groups and their
hierarchical relationships, which can help users grasp topics related to the in-
put query. Thus, even if users do not input suitable queries, it becomes feasible
to easily retrieve desired contents through the hierarchical structure.

Consequently, the proposed scheme enables users to easily retrieve desired contents
in multiple social media platforms even if they cannot specify suitable platforms
and suitable queries.
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This paper has two contributions.

Contribution (1):
A new feature extraction method, LPCCA-MSM, that can detect content
groups without the boundaries of different social media platforms is presented
in this paper. LPCCA-MSM uses multiple social metadata as auxiliary infor-
mation unlike conventional methods that only use content-based information
such as textual or visual features.

Contribution (2):
The proposed novel retrieval scheme can realize hierarchical content struc-
turalization from different social media platforms. The extracted hierarchical
structure shows various abstraction levels of content groups and their hier-
archical relationship, which can help users select topics related to the input
query. To the best of our knowledge, an intensive study on such an application
has not been conducted. Therefore, this paper has a strong novelty.

Experimental results for real-world datasets containing YouTube videos andWikipedia
articles verified the effectiveness of the new feature extractionmethod, i.e., LPCCA-
MSM, and a novel retrieval scheme in a hierarchical way.

2 Related work

In this section, we describe several works related to our work. Some works on the
detection of content groups from different social media platforms [2,9,39,40,44,45]
are strongly related to the strategy for solving problem 1 (see Section 1). The con-
tent groups detected in those works can provide complementary information deliv-
ered by multiple platforms, which is much richer information than the information
from a single platform. For example, a framework to detect topics on Twitter
by introducing New York Times and Flickr as complementary platforms was pro-
posed [2]. Detection of content groups that consist of Web videos and news reports
to provide a better description of topics was also reported [44]. In these works,
mining of semantic relationships among contents of different social media plat-
forms is a main technical issue. To successfully realize it, not only content-based
information such as textual or visual features but also other high-level informa-
tion such as social metadata was utilized in some works. For example, mining
of semantic relationships among multi-modal contents obtained from different so-
cial media platforms by fusing two uni-modal graphs, i.e. text and visual graphs,
with upload-time similarities [9, 45] and user behavior information [39] was per-
formed. In another work, information on hot search queries was used as guidance
to calculate similarities between contents of different platforms [40]. However, since
multiple types of social metadata were not used in those works, the performance
of the methods may be limited. Different from those works [2, 9, 39,40,44,45], our
proposed scheme utilizes multiple social metadata to successfully mine semantic
relationships among different social media contents. The extension by using mul-
tiple social metadata contributes to the improvement of robustness of our feature
extraction method.

Some works in which content groups were detected from search result con-
tents [5, 7, 13, 18, 21, 42] are related to the strategy for solving problem 2 (see
Section 1). On the basis of the detected content groups, users can get an overview
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of the search result contents and easily retrieve desired contents even if they do
not input suitable queries. Hierarchical clustering-based approaches [5, 13, 21] en-
able more effective retrieval by the extracted hierarchical structure that shows
various abstraction levels of content groups and their hierarchical relationships.
The retrieval of uni-modal contents was first studied [13], and the scope was then
extended to multi-modal contents such as Web images [5] or Web videos [21].
However, to the best of our knowledge, those works are limited to applications
that focus only on a single platform. Different from those works [5,7,13,18,21,42],
our scheme enables users to get an overview of contents in multiple social media
platforms.

On the other hand, some graph-based approaches for multimedia content anal-
ysis [15, 20, 26, 29–31, 43] are also related to our proposed heterogeneous graph-
based approach (See Section 3.3). These graph-based approaches, which perform
content analysis by utilizing relationships between contents or between compo-
nents of contents, have been proposed for several applications such as image re-
trieval [15,26,29,43], online item recommendation [20] and venue recommendation
in a location-based social network [31]. The motivation for graph-based analysis for
cross-domain image annotation [30], which discovers common knowledge of each
semantic concept from user-generated contents in different domains to boost the
performance of semantic annotation, is similar to that of our work. Although many
applications have been proposed before, hierarchical content structuralization from
different social media platforms using heterogeneous graph-based analysis has not
been proposed.

Finally, we note that this paper is an extended version of our earlier work [37].
The major difference is that the latent feature extraction method in our earlier
work [37] is improved by utilizing multiple social metadata, i.e., “related videos”4,
“tags” and “uploader”. Only “related videos” were used in our earlier work.

3 Extracting hierarchical structure of content groups from different
social media platforms

In this section, we present our proposed scheme to retrieve desired contents from
multiple social media platforms.

3.1 Problem setting

Our scheme extracts the hierarchical structure of content groups from different
social media platforms. An overview of our scheme is shown in Fig. 3. The input
of our scheme is a set of contents obtained from different social media platforms
H. In this paper, we adopt a YouTube video set Y and a Wikipedia article set
W (H = Y ∪ W). The output of our scheme is the hierarchical structure of
content groups, which shows various abstraction levels of content groups and their
hierarchical relationships. The details of the proposed method are explained below.

4 YouTube videos related to each other are linked as “related videos”.
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Fig. 3 Overview of the proposed scheme. In Phase 1, we extract latent features from YouTube
videos and Wikipedia articles based on LPCCA-MSM. In Phase 2, based on the obtained la-
tent features, we first construct a heterogeneous graph for which nodes are YouTube videos
and Wikipedia articles. We then extract the hierarchical structure of content groups by hier-
archically detecting content groups in the constructed heterogeneous graph.

3.2 Latent feature extraction from different social media contents using multiple
social metadata

First, in our scheme, we obtain textual feature vectors vt
y and v

t
w from YouTube

videos y ∈ Y and Wikipedia articles w ∈ W , respectively. We also obtain visual
feature vectors vv

y and v
v
w (details shown in Section 4).

Next, we extract latent features from the obtained features of YouTube videos
and Wikipedia articles. Usually, mining semantic relationships among contents of
different social media platforms is difficult due to the different distributions of
features extracted from their contents [48]. Therefore, we extract latent features
to directly compare contents of different social media platforms and mine their se-
mantic relationships. We use a new feature extraction method, LPCCA-MSM, in
our scheme. LPCCA-MSM can provide latent features that enable direct compar-
ison of contents of different social media platforms by learning a common feature
space with preservation of the locality, i.e., semantic information on the basis of
multiple social metadata (see Phase 1 in Fig. 3).
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Preparation of the input for LPCCA-MSM

We first obtain pairs of features, i.e., vy and v
(w)
y , from YouTube videos and

Wikipedia articles to obtain the input of LPCCA-MSM. To obtain vy and v
(w)
y ,

we estimate a Wikipedia article setRw(y), which is a set of Wikipedia articles sim-
ilar to a YouTube video y. Rw(y) is defined as K most similar Wikipedia articles
of y based on the following similarity:

sim(vy, vw) =

∣

∣

∣

∣

vy · vw

‖vy‖‖vw‖

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (1)

where vy = [vt
y
T
, vv

y
T]T and vw = [vt

w, v
v
w
T]T. Moreover, we obtain v

(w)
y by using

features extracted from Wikipedia articles included in Rw(y) as follows:

v
(w)
y =

1

τy

∑

w∈Rw(y)

sim(vy, vw)vw, (2)

τy =
∑

w′∈Rw(y)

sim(vy, vw′). (3)

In this way, we obtain pairs of vy and v
(w)
y to input LPCCA-MSM.

Introduction of locality based on multiple social metadata
Next, we define similarity matrices Sy and Sw to preserve the locality of YouTube
videos by using multiple social metadata “related videos”, “tags” and “uploader”.
The (p, q)-th elements sy(p,q) and sw(p,q) (of pairs of YouTube videos yp and yq)
of similarity matrices Sy and Sw are defined as follows:

sy(p,q) =

{

sim(vyp
, vyq

) if fp,q = 1

0 otherwise
, (4)

sw(p,q) =

{

sim(v
(w)
yp

, v
(w)
yq

) if fp,q = 1

0 otherwise
, (5)

where fp,q is equal to 1 if

(i) yp is included in the metadata “related videos” of yq (and vice versa)
or

(ii) one or more common tags are shared in the metadata “tags” of yp and yq
or

(iii) the metadata “uploader” of yp and that of yq are the same

and 0 otherwise. In this way, by collaboratively utilizing multiple types of social
metadata, we can robustly represent locality even if a part of the social metadata
includes noise.
Derivation of LPCCA-MSM
Finally, we derive projection to a common subspace of features extracted from
YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles. Specifically, by considering the locality of
YouTube videos based on Sy and Sw for estimating the correlation between Vy =
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Algorithm 1 : Latent feature extraction from different social media contents

Input:YouTube videos y ∈ Y and Wikipedia articles w ∈ W
Output: Latent feature vector vl

y and v
l
w

1: for y ∈ Y do

2: Calculate vy = [vt
y
T
, vv

y
T]T.

3: Estimate a related Wikipedia article set Rw(y) of y from W .

4: Calculate v
(w)
y by using Rw(y) in Eqs. (2) and (3).

5: end for
6: Define similaritymatricesSy and Sw using multiple social metadata in Eqs. (4)

and (5).
7: Calculate the projection matrices Uy and Uw from Vy = [vy1 , · · · , vy|Y|

], Vw =

[v
(w)
y1 , · · · , v

(w)
y|Y|

], Sy and Sw in Eq. (6).

8: Calculate latent feature vector vl
y and v

l
w in Eqs. (7) and (8).

9: return latent feature vector vl
y and v

l
w

[vy1 , · · · , vy|Y|
] and Vw = [v

(w)
y1 , · · · , v

(w)
y|Y|

], we calculate the projection matrices
Uy and Uw, which maximize the following cost function, i.e., the correlation:

max
Uy,Uw

U
T
y VyLywV

T
w Uw,

s.t. U
T
y VyLyyV

T
y Uy = 1,

U
T
wVwLwwV

T
w Uw = 1,

(6)

where Lyw = Dyw −Sy ◦ Sw, Lyy = Dyy −Sy ◦ Sy and Lww = Dww −Sw ◦ Sw.
Note that ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, and Dyw, Dyy and Dww are diagonal
matrices whose the i-th diagonal elements are equal to the sum of the elements in
i-th row of Sy ◦Sw, Sy ◦Sy and Sw ◦Sw, respectively. In Eq. (6), Uy and Uw are
eigenvectors, which can be obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
in the same manner as LPCCA [36]. Based on the obtained projections, we can
calculate latent feature vectors vl

y and v
l
w from y ∈ Y and w ∈ W as follows:

v
l
y = U

T
y vy, (7)

v
l
w = U

T
wvw. (8)

In this way, we can extract latent features from YouTube videos and Wikipedia
articles. The latent features enable direct comparison of the contents in different
social media platforms, and their semantic relationships can be mined on the baisis
of multiple social metadata. For detailed procedures of latent feature extraction,
refer to Algorithm 1.

3.3 Extraction of hierarchical structure of content groups based on a
heterogeneous graph

Next, we extract the hierarchical structure of content groups from a set of contents
of different social media platformsH (= Y ∪ W). In our scheme, we first construct
a heterogeneous graph for which nodes are YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles,
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which enables direct comparison of the contents of different social media platforms
in the common feature space. After that, we hierarchically detect content groups in
the constructed heterogeneous graph, and consequently the hierarchical structure
of content groups can be obtained (see Phase 2 in Fig. 3).

Specifically, we construct a heterogeneous graph G = (H,E ,O), where H, E
and O represent sets of nodes, edges and edge weights, respectively. On the basis
of the extracted latent features, we define a weight op,q ∈ O of an edge ep,q ∈ E
between nodes hp, hq ∈ H as follows:

ohp,hq
=

{

sim(vl
hp
, vl

hq
) if sim(vt

hp
, vt

hq
) > τ

0 otherwise
. (9)

This equation shows that the edges are first made on the basis of the textual
features and then the edge weights are defined on the basis of the latent features.
It has been reported that accurate clustering becomes feasible by semantically
linking two nodes via textual features and then precisely weighting via visual
features [5]. Motivated by that work, we introduce the approach in Eq. (9) into
the proposed method.

Next, we hierarchically detect content groups in the constructed heterogeneous
graph G on the basis of a previously reported method [4]. That method is a well-
known algorithm that has been used for multimedia content analysis [17]. The
method is based on optimization of modularity by iterating the following two pro-
cesses, which is reported in multimedia content analysis.
Process 1: Detection of content groups
We assign each node h ∈ H to each different content group. For each node h,
we evaluate the gain of modularity Q when a node hp is set to a content group
including a neighborhood node hq, and then hq is re-assigned to a content group
for which the positive gain is maximum. Note that modularity Q is an evalua-
tion measure for detecting the group structure from a graph, which is defined as
follows [4].

Q =
1

2m

∑

hp∈H

∑

hq∈H

(ohp,hq
−

khp
khq

2m
)δp,q, (10)

2m =
∑

hp∈H

∑

hq∈H

ohp,hq
, (11)

khp
=

∑

hp∈H

ohp,hq
, (12)

where δp,q is 1 if hp and hq belong to the same content group and 0 otherwise.
This is applied to all nodes sequentially until there is no gain in the modularity.
Process 2: Construction of a new graph
In the second phase, we construct a new graph for which nodes are the content
groups detected in Process 1. Here, the weight of edges between the two new nodes
is the sum of the edge weights in the original graph. Also, each new node has a
self-loop that is derived from the weighted edges of the corresponding original
nodes obtained in the first process.
In this paper, a pair of the first and second processes is represented as “a pass”
and this iteration number is denoted by t (= 1, 2, · · · , T ; T being the number of
all passes). Furthermore, we iterate the passes, i.e., detection of content groups
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Algorithm 2 : Extraction of hierarchical structure of content groups

Input: A heterogeneous graph G whose nodes are YouTube videos y and
Wikipedia articles w
Output: Content groups Ctnt

(t = 1, 2, · · · , T ; nt =
1, 2, · · · , N t)

1: Assign each node h ∈ H to each different content group.
2: Set the index of pass as t← 1.
3: while True do
4: while Modularity Q of G can gain do
5: for each node h ∈ H do
6: Evaluate the gain of Q when a node is set to each content group con-

taining neighbourhood nodes.
7: Re-assign a node to the content group for which the gain of Q is maxi-

mum.
8: end for
9: Calculate Q of G.

10: end while
11: Denote the detected content groups by Ctnt

.
12: if Modularity Q of G cannot gain then
13: Break the while loop.
14: end if
15: Construct the new graph G with a self-loops whose nodes represent the

detected content groups, where each edge weight is defined by the sum of
the weights of edges in the original graph.

16: t← t+ 1
17: end while
18: return Content groups Ctnt

and construction of the new graph, until there is no gain in modularity. In these
iterations, we can extract the content groups Ctnt

(nt = 1, 2, · · · , N t; N t being the
number of groups when the iteration is t), which capture various abstraction levels
based on their iterations. For detailed procedures of extraction of the hierarchical
structure, refer to Algorithm 2.

In this way, the hierarchical structure of content groups can be extracted. The
content groups are detected without the boundaries of different social media plat-
forms. Thus, users are not required to select a particular platform and can retrieve
contents across multiple platforms seamlessly. Moreover, the hierarchical structure
shows various abstraction levels of content groups and their hierarchical relation-
ships, which can help users select the topics related to the input queries. Therefore,
the proposed scheme enables a user to easily retrieve the desired contents placed in
different social media platforms even if the user dose not select suitable platforms
and does not input suitable queries.
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Table 1 Details of the datasets. Note that the columns of Concepts@lev represent the number
of concepts on level lev in the sub-hierarchy, and the columns of |Y| and |W| represent the
numbers of YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles, respectively.

Id Root concept Concepts@1 Concepts@2 Concepts@3 |Y| |W|

1 “Sport” 20 37 59 1650 298
2 “Fish” 12 19 57 1108 398
3 “Bird” 22 67 181 3878 1218
4 “Mammal” 6 28 76 1191 211
5 “Vehicle” 7 34 83 1004 853
6 “Machine” 40 68 74 2712 1096
7 “Invertebrate” 14 42 74 1033 834
8 “Geological formation” 28 52 47 1155 826
9 “Insect” 34 80 102 2102 1167
10 “Animal” 36 51 130 2220 1445
11 “Beverage” 19 82 76 1587 1222
12 “Foodstuff” 21 74 136 3441 1556

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. The experi-
mental setting is described in Section 4.1, and experimental results are presented
in Section 4.2.

4.1 Setting

We first describe the experimental setting. Specifically, we explain the datasets
and the features, i.e., textual and visual features, used in this experiment.

4.1.1 Datasets

In the experiment, we used a WordNet [27] hierarchy as a reliable hierarchical
structure to verify the accuracy of the extracted hierarchical structure of content
groups. The datasets were constructed in the following way. First, we manually
selected one concept in the WordNet hierarchy as the “root concept”. Next, we
obtained the sub-hierarchy of the WordNet hierarchy that included up to three
lower levels of concepts from the root concept. An example of the sub-hierarchy
is shown in Fig. 4. Finally, in each leaf concept5 of the obtained sub-hierarchy,
we collected YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles by inputting the concepts as
queries into search engines. We obtained the top 50 videos and 10 articles from
search results when each query was given by using YouTube Data API6 and Media
Wiki API7. The details of the datasets are shown in Table 1.

5 We define a leaf concept as a concept that has no lower levels of concepts in the hierarchy.
6 https://developers.google.com/youtube/v3/
7 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API/
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Fig. 4 Example of the sub-hierarchy. In the experiment, the leaf concept and its upper levels
of concepts are served as ground truth labels of each YouTube video and Wikipedia article.

4.1.2 Features

The following features were used in the experiment.

Textual features:
We extracted textual features by applying Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [10]
to text attached to YouTube videos, i.e., titles, descriptions and tags, and text
contained in Wikipedia articles. As a result, a 500-dimensional textual feature
vector was obtained from each content.

Visual features:
Visual features were extracted from keyframes of YouTube videos and im-
ages included in Wikipedia articles. We first calculated Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) features [11] for each image contained in YouTube videos
and Wikipedia articles. Then we applied locality-constrained linear coding
(LLC) [38] to CNN features of each content. Consequently, a 500-dimensional
visual feature vector was obtained from each content.

4.2 Results

In this subsection, we show and evaluate the experimental results. We qualitatively
and qualitatively evaluate the results obtained by our proposed scheme.

4.2.1 Qualitative Evaluations

First, we qualitatively evaluate the experimental results to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the proposed method, i.e., the effectiveness of contributions (1) and (2)
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in this paper (See Section 1). Note that each of the effectiveness of contributions
(1) and (2) are shown in Sec 4.2.2 “Quantitative evaluation”. The hierarchical
structure of content groups obtained from dataset 1, which was extracted by our
proposed method, is shown in Fig. 5. From this figure, we can see that the detected
content groups include different social media contents with similar topics; in other
words, content groups can be detected without the boundaries of different social
media platforms. By accessing the detected content groups, users are not required
to select a particular platform and can retrieve contents across multiple platforms
seamlessly. Thus, our scheme enables users to obtain information through mul-
tiple platforms, and such information in mush better than information obtained
from only a single platform. Moreover, the extracted hierarchical structure shows
various abstraction levels of content groups and their hierarchical relationships.
Thus, users can easily select topics related to the input queries and easily access
the content groups related to the detailed topics through the hierarchical structure
even if they input ambiguous queries.

We explain cases in which users can benefit from the hierarchical structure.
Case 1. Users who input ambiguous queries and do not input specific
queries that identify the desired contents:
Even if the user only inputs ambiguous queries such as “Sports” and “Equestrian
sports” for desired contents related to “Dressage ”, which is one of the equestrian
sports, the user can find desired contents by browsing the hierarchical relationships
between content groups (see Fig. 5). Moreover, there is a merit of newly discov-
ering content groups related to the desired topic from the same or neighboring
hierarchical levels.
Case 2. Users who desire both YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles:
The information a user desires tends to exist in diversified platforms. For exam-
ple, a user who is interested in “Deer hunting” can learn about its actions or skills
from YouTube videos as well as know its historical background from Wikipedia
articles. In this way, our scheme enables users to obtain information through mul-
tiple platforms, which is much better than information obtained from only a single
platform.

4.2.2 Quantitative Evaluations

Next, we quantitatively evaluate the experimental results. In the experiment, we
defined the leaf concept and its upper levels of concepts as ground truth labels of
each YouTube video and Wikipedia article (see Fig. 4). Thus, each content has
hierarchical labels. For example, if a content is obtained by the query “tennis”, the
content also has upper levels of labels “court game” and “athletic game”. Here,
the F-measure is used as a typical evaluation measure in the clustering method [1].
Also, hierarchical clustering methods should be evaluated by considering the entire
hierarchical structure [46]. Therefore, we evaluated the content groups Ctnt

(t =
1, 2, · · · , T ; nt = 1, 2, · · · , N t) by weighted average F-measure@lev (WAF@lev),
which is defined as follows:

WAF@lev =
1

T

T
∑

t=1

Nt

∑

nt=1

|Ctnt
|

∑Nt

nt
′
=1 |C

t
nt

′ |
Flev(C

t
nt
), (13)
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All contents  
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� Fox hunting 
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� Dressage 

� Show jumping 
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� Three-day 

event 
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� Deer hunting 
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M 

Fig. 5 Hierarchical structure of content groups for dataset 1 extracted by our scheme. Note
that the authors checked contents included in each content group and attached names for them
manually in this figure. Also, examples of YouTube videos (thumbnails) and Wikipedia articles
contained in each content group are shown.
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where

Flev(C
t
nt
) = max

l∈L(lev)

{

2 ·Recalll(C
t
nt
) · Precisionl(C

t
nt
)

Recalll(Ctnt
) + Precisionl(Ctnt

)

}

, (14)

and Recalll(C
t
nt
) and Precisionl(C

t
nt
) are respectively defined as follows:

Recalll(C
t
nt
) =
|Ctnt
∩ Dl|

|Dl|
, (15)

Precisionl(C
t
nt
) =
|Ctnt
∩ Dl|

|Ctnt
|

. (16)

In the above equations, Dl is a set of contents with a label l in the dataset, and
L(lev) is a set of all kinds of labels on a hierarchical level lev. WAF@lev represents
the weighted average of the F-measures for each content group based on labels of a
hierarchical level lev. Hence, the higher the WAF@lev value is, the more accurate
is the extraction of the hierarchical structure of content groups in terms of the
hierarchical level lev.

Verification of the effectiveness of LPCCA-MSM.
First, we compare our novel feature extraction method i.e., LPCCA-MSM, with
other feature extraction methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of contribu-
tion (1) in this paper (See Section 1).

Table 2 shows WAF@1, 2 and 3 of our method and the following comparative
methods.

LPCCA-SM [37]:
This is a method in our earlier work [37], i.e., LPCCA with social metadata.
This method extracts latent features from contents in the same manner; how-
ever, this method only uses the metadata “related videos”.

CCA [24]:
This method extracts latent features from contents by canonical correlation
analysis (CCA) [24]. Specifically, this method maximizes the correlations be-
tween features extracted from contents of different social media platforms with-
out considering the locality of contents based on the social metadata.

Textual:
This method defines edge weights by similarities between contents based only
on textual features vt

y and v
t
w.

Visual:
This method defines edge weights by similarities between contents based only
on visual features vv

y and v
v
w.

TCA [32]:
This method extracts latent features from contents by transfer component
analysis (TCA) [32]. TCA learns a common subspace across platforms as some
transfer components in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space using maximum
mean discrepancy.

GFK [16]:
This method extracts latent features from contents by a geodesic flow kernel
(GFK) [16]. GFK integrates the inner products in an infinite sequence of feature
subspaces that interpolates between different platforms.
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Table 2 Comparison of the feature extraction methods based on WAF@1, 2 and 3 of the
extracted hierarchical structure. Note that these comparative methods use the same clustering
as that in our scheme but use different feature extraction methods. Bold emphases denote the
highest evaluation values in each row.

(a) WAF@1

Dataset Ours LPCCA-SM [37] CCA [24] Textual Visual TCA [32] GFK [16] MSDA [8]

1 0.358 0.340 0.351 0.338 0.315 0.366 0.329 0.351
2 0.211 0.216 0.212 0.215 0.176 0.231 0.213 0.232

3 0.201 0.208 0.211 0.226 0.221 0.268 0.244 0.259
4 0.105 0.106 0.105 0.106 0.086 0.106 0.106 0.106
5 0.141 0.152 0.137 0.165 0.127 0.189 0.167 0.169
6 0.359 0.361 0.362 0.381 0.332 0.392 0.374 0.358
7 0.221 0.220 0.228 0.248 0.185 0.263 0.251 0.267

8 0.315 0.272 0.302 0.325 0.234 0.318 0.288 0.306
9 0.286 0.313 0.301 0.287 0.220 0.299 0.283 0.304
10 0.241 0.239 0.239 0.273 0.253 0.332 0.287 0.312
11 0.228 0.239 0.223 0.233 0.214 0.291 0.248 0.254
12 0.191 0.182 0.191 0.182 0.189 0.200 0.177 0.198

Mean 0.238 0.237 0.239 0.248 0.213 0.271 0.247 0.260

(b) WAF@2

Dataset Ours LPCCA-SM [37] CCA [24] Textual Visual TCA [32] GFK [16] MSDA [8]

1 0.424 0.417 0.429 0.421 0.387 0.449 0.407 0.424
2 0.317 0.345 0.332 0.321 0.268 0.341 0.329 0.319
3 0.419 0.434 0.423 0.385 0.334 0.367 0.366 0.367
4 0.340 0.337 0.337 0.344 0.260 0.344 0.343 0.344

5 0.364 0.372 0.357 0.383 0.309 0.411 0.372 0.369
6 0.509 0.485 0.475 0.488 0.418 0.486 0.463 0.478
7 0.441 0.451 0.427 0.440 0.363 0.429 0.430 0.431
8 0.475 0.419 0.476 0.478 0.347 0.453 0.408 0.428
9 0.477 0.475 0.463 0.416 0.328 0.407 0.395 0.399
10 0.372 0.378 0.373 0.391 0.347 0.435 0.396 0.426
11 0.321 0.316 0.330 0.315 0.246 0.295 0.276 0.288
12 0.293 0.290 0.288 0.274 0.254 0.271 0.253 0.281

Mean 0.396 0.393 0.392 0.388 0.322 0.391 0.370 0.380

(c) WAF@3

Dataset Ours LPCCA-SM [37] CCA [24] Textual Visual TCA [32] GFK [16] MSDA [8]

1 0.616 0.607 0.592 0.590 0.542 0.596 0.562 0.599
2 0.539 0.542 0.542 0.499 0.433 0.499 0.469 0.510
3 0.559 0.547 0.546 0.448 0.396 0.379 0.403 0.381
4 0.701 0.689 0.699 0.669 0.550 0.681 0.654 0.657
5 0.486 0.490 0.485 0.468 0.400 0.462 0.462 0.458
6 0.478 0.470 0.452 0.466 0.414 0.437 0.428 0.418
7 0.552 0.564 0.556 0.548 0.454 0.562 0.505 0.535
8 0.550 0.462 0.511 0.546 0.369 0.551 0.461 0.540
9 0.478 0.484 0.488 0.428 0.337 0.405 0.377 0.391
10 0.504 0.503 0.495 0.434 0.358 0.371 0.389 0.370
11 0.383 0.407 0.387 0.394 0.310 0.365 0.352 0.341
12 0.387 0.401 0.372 0.361 0.278 0.314 0.303 0.318

Mean 0.519 0.514 0.510 0.488 0.403 0.469 0.447 0.460

MSDA [8]:
This method extracts latent features from contents by marginalized stacked de-
noising autoencoders (MSDA) [8]. MSDA simplifies the denoising auto-encoder
as a single linear denoiser for feature learning from different platforms.
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It should be noted that the above comparative methods adopt the same scheme
as that in our proposed method for extracting the hierarchical structure, but the
latent features are different. Also, the parameters of our method and the com-
parative methods “LPCCA-SM [37]” and “CCA [24]” were set as K = 5, which
is the number of the related Wikipedia articles Rw(y). For our method and the
above comparative methods, the threshold τ for constructing the heterogeneous
graph was set to the 99th percentile of the similarities sim(vt

hp
, vt

hq
) of all pairs of

contents on each graph.

From Table 2(b) and 2(c), we can confirm that our method outperforms all of
the comparative methods inWAF@2 and 3, which are calculated by lower (specific)
levels of the label. It can be seen that our method enables retrieval of desired
contents with specific topics even if the user only inputs ambiguous queries. Note
that, our method, “LPCCA-SM [37]” and “CCA [24]” show better performance
than comparative methods “TCA [32]”, “GFK [16]” and “MSDA [8]”, which are
state-of-the-art unsupervised domain adaptation methods. We consider that this
is because the preprocessing for correlation learning in our method, “LPCCA-
SM [37]” and “CCA [24]” obtains pairs of features with high relevance in advance
(see Section. 3.1). Moreover, our method performs better than the comparative
method “LPCCA-SM [37]”, which only uses the social metadata “related videos”.
It was therefore confirmed that the use of multiple social metadata improves the
robustness even if a part of social metadata includes noise.

On the other hand, our method shows worse results than some comparative
methods in WAF@1, which is calculated by higher (abstract) levels of the label.
The probable reason is that our method may ignore abstract semantic relation-
ships by using social metadata, which tends to capture specific relationships among
contents. This is an issue to be solved in the future. Specifically, our clustering
method optimizes modularity as an evaluation measure for extracting the hierar-
chical structure, which is mainly calculated by the graph structure, although the
edge weights capture semantic information based on the latent feature. Thus, our
method cannot directly consider a measure based on abstraction levels of topics
such as entropy of textual features [12]. Therefore, we consider that the above
drawback can be solved by introducing a measure based on abstraction levels of
topics to our clustering method.

Verification of the effectiveness of our hierarchical structure extraction
approach.
Next, we compare our hierarchical structure extraction approach with other clus-
tering methods to demonstrate the effectiveness of contribution (2) in this paper
(See Section 1).

Table 3 shows WAF@1, 2 and 3 of our method and the following comparative
methods.

AP [14]:
This method flatly detects content groups by affinity propagation (AP) [14],
which is widely used in many research fields (e.g., Web video clustering [21]
and Web image clustering [23]).

RB [35]:
This method flatly detects content groups by repeated bisection (RB) [35],
which is used for multimedia content clustering (e.g.,Web video clustering [25]).
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Table 3 Comparison of the clustering methods based on WAF@1, 2 and 3 of the extracted
hierarchical structure. Note that these comparative methods extract latent features in the same
manner as that in our scheme but use different clustering methods. Bold emphases denote the
highest evaluation values in each row.

(a) WAF@1

Dataset Ours AP [14] RB [35]

1 0.358 0.224 0.248
2 0.211 0.107 0.109
3 0.201 0.077 0.083
4 0.105 0.093 0.116

5 0.141 0.048 0.052
6 0.359 0.214 0.227
7 0.221 0.081 0.075
8 0.315 0.167 0.165
9 0.286 0.116 0.117
10 0.241 0.122 0.121
11 0.228 0.099 0.099
12 0.191 0.072 0.074

Mean 0.238 0.118 0.124

(b) WAF@2

Dataset Ours AP [14] RB [35]

1 0.424 0.324 0.360
2 0.317 0.164 0.168
3 0.419 0.270 0.279
4 0.340 0.316 0.340

5 0.364 0.179 0.172
6 0.509 0.292 0.321
7 0.441 0.220 0.194
8 0.475 0.286 0.257
9 0.477 0.263 0.257
10 0.372 0.188 0.185
11 0.321 0.250 0.228
12 0.293 0.183 0.186

Mean 0.396 0.245 0.246

(c) WAF@3

Dataset Ours AP [14] RB [35]

1 0.616 0.466 0.496
2 0.539 0.347 0.345
3 0.559 0.492 0.491
4 0.701 0.677 0.685
5 0.486 0.344 0.327
6 0.478 0.303 0.338
7 0.552 0.337 0.279
8 0.550 0.244 0.235
9 0.478 0.312 0.300
10 0.504 0.463 0.467
11 0.383 0.257 0.242
12 0.387 0.328 0.318

Mean 0.519 0.381 0.377

From Table 3, we can see the effectiveness of our hierarchical structure extraction
approach. We can quantitatively confirm that the hierarchical structure navigates
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users to the desired contents with specific topics even if users only input ambiguous
queries.

From the above, it can be seen that the hierarchical structure of content groups
from different social media platforms can be extracted successfully. Therefore, the
proposed scheme enables users to easily retrieve desired contents in different social
media platforms even if users do not select suitable platforms and do not input
suitable queries.

Although we used WordNet concepts as the input queries in this experiment to
quantitatively evaluate our scheme in detail, our scheme can be applied to various
queries (including a phrase or with multiple keywords such as “tennis in Japanese
schools”). Specifically, on the basis of the input queries, we first obtain contents
through the keyword search. We then obtain related contents of the obtained
contents by following link relationships (such as hyperlink). From the obtained
contents, we can extract the hierarchical structure of content groups.

4.3 Discussion on computational cost

In this subsection, we discuss the computational cost of our proposed scheme.
First of all, we assume that offline clustering is unnecessary before the usage of
the system since clustering and content group generation are performed after a
user inputs the query into the system. Thus, there are some issues for real-world
deployment in terms of computational cost. Specifically, the computational cost of
the two phases constituting our scheme, i.e., “Phase 1: Latent feature extraction”
and “Phase 2: Extraction of hierarchical structure of content groups” (see Fig. 3),
and their issues are shown as follows.

Phase 1: Latent feature extraction
The computational order is O(n3), where n is the number of contents in a
target dataset, since we have to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem in
LPCCA-MSM. Although it becomes a computational issue to deal with almost
all data in social media platforms, this issue will be solved by implementing
an efficient algorithm for CCA such as the algorithm in [17], which can reduce
the computational costs by selecting a small number of representative contents
for performing CCA.

Phase 2: Extraction of hierarchical structure of content groups
The computational order is O(nlogn) in our adopted graph-based hierarchi-
cal clustering algorithm [4]. This algorithm is very efficient. Extraction of the
hierarchical structure from 118 million contents took only 152 minutes on a
standard PC [4]. Parallelization approaches [3, 33] for this algorithm will be
useful to further improve the efficiency of this phase.

In this way, although there are some issues for real-world deployment at present,
these issues are expected to be solved by increasing the efficiency of our scheme.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel scheme for retrieving desired contents from
multiple social media platforms. Even if users do not specify suitable platforms
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and do not input suitable queries, the proposed scheme enables users to retrieve
desired contents by extracting the hierarchical structure of content groups from
different social media platforms. To successfully extract the hierarchical structure,
we introduce a new feature extraction method, i.e., LPCCA-MSM, which enables
direct comparison of contents obtained from different social media platforms by
learning a common feature space with preservation of locality, i.e., semantic infor-
mation on the basis of multiple social metadata. Consequently, the content groups
are detected without the boundaries of different platforms, and users are there-
fore not required to select a particular platform and can retrieve contents across
multiple platforms seamlessly. Moreover, the hierarchical structure shows various
abstraction levels of content groups and their hierarchical relationships, which
helps users to select the topics related to the input query. Experimental results for
real-world datasets containing YouTube videos and Wikipedia articles verified the
effectiveness of hierarchical content structuralization from different social media
platforms by our scheme.
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